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Abstract. The doubling attack by Fouque and Valette and its analogue,
the relative doubling attack, by Yen et al. are a new kind of simple power
analysis that can be applied to a binary double-and-add algorithm in a
scalar multiplication (or a multiply-and-square algorithm in a modular
exponentiation). The doubling attack is very powerful because it requires
just two queries to the device to find the secret key. The original dou-
bling attack broke the binary double-and-add always algorithm and the
relative doubling attack succeeded in breaking the Montgomery ladder.
Fouque and Valette told that the doubling attack was applicable only
to downward algorithms, i.e., “left-to-right” implementations of a binary
modular exponentiation and recommended to use upward “right-to-left”
implementations. On the contrary, Yen et al. proposed a new downward
algorithm and asserted that it was secure against doubling attacks. This
kind of controversy comes from the lack of analysis of the fundamen-
tals of the doubling attacks. Therefore we analyze the characteristic of
the doubling attack and propose a method to easily test a given algo-
rithm’s security against doubling attacks. Furthermore, we show Yen et
al.’s scheme is still vulnerable to the doubling attack.

Keywords: Doubling attack, relative doubling attack, modular expo-
nentiation, simple power analysis (SPA), smart card.

1 Introduction

We can easily find cryptographic hardware devices such as smart cards every-
where in our daily lives from banking cards to SIM (Subscriber Identity Module)
cards for GSM (Global System for Mobile communications). One of the main
reasons why these cryptographic hardware devices are widely used is that they
are believed to be tamper-resistant. This is why they host the implementation of
many cryptographic protocols. However a recent development of physical attacks
shows that a naive implementation of cryptographic protocols does not provide
security anymore.

Side channel attacks using side channel information such as a computational
timing and a power consumption of a device initiated by Kocher [12,11] are
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now well studied. The simple power analysis (SPA) uses one or a few collected
power consumption profiles of a device executing an algorithm and tries to find
information on the secret key. A variant of SPA, called “doubling attack,” was
proposed by Fouque and Valette [6]. It targets an exponentiation algorithm or a
scalar multiplication that is central in the implementation of public-key cryptog-
raphy such as RSA, Diffie-Hellman, DSA, or ElGamal. The doubling attack is
very powerful since it requires just two power consumption profiles with chosen
messages to find the secret key. In this attack we assume that the adversary
mounts a chosen ciphertext attack. This is a valid assumption in a side channel
scenario, since a randomized padding avoiding chosen ciphertext attacks, such
as OAEP [1,2], is checked after the running of the decryption process. As a
consequence the exponentiation or multiplication is always performed and side
channel information can be obtained.

The first victim to the doubling attack was the left-to-right square-and-multiply
always algorithm [6]. Fouque and Valette said that the doubling attack only
worked for “left-to-right”, i.e., downward algorithm and recommended to use
“right-to-left” algorithm combined with the appropriate countermeasures. Un-
fortunately they did not present the fundamental principle of the doubling at-
tack, which caused a variant of the doubling attack by Yen et al. [15]. They
proposed so called “relative doubling attack” and showed that the Montgomery
ladder algorithm [10] was vulnerable. Furthermore they proposed a new left-to-
right exponentiation algorithm and asserted it was secure against the doubling
attacks even though it is a left-to-right implementation.

This kind of controversy comes from a lack in the study on the fundamental
principle of the doubling attack. Therefore we analyze the characteristic of the
doubling attack and propose a method to easily check a given algorithm’s security
against doubling attacks. With this method we show why the left-to-right always
algorithm and the Montgomery ladder algorithm are vulnerable and the right-
to-left algorithm is secure. Furthermore we show that Yen et al.’s proposed
algorithm is also vulnerable to the doubling attack. Therefore our method can
be a good measure to check the security against doubling attacks when someone
devises a new exponentiation algorithm.

2 Exponentiation Algorithms and Doubling Attack

A modular exponentiation is the main operation in RSA or the discrete logarithm
problem. In the elliptic curve setting, the corresponding operation is a scalar
multiplication. From an algorithmic point of view, those two operations are very
similar; the only difference is the underlying group structure. We consider the
problem of computing a modular exponentiation in this paper. However all what
we state can be easily transposed to a scalar multiplication.

2.1 Exponentiation Algorithms and Simple Power Analysis

Although numerous exponentiation algorithms have been developed (see [9] for
a survey), practical solutions for devices with constrained computation and
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storage capabilities (e.g., smart card) are usually restricted to the square and
multiply algorithms (double and add algorithm in a point scalar multiplication).
Let

∑n−1
i=0 di · 2i with di ∈ {0, 1} be the binary expansion of exponent d. There

are two versions of square and multiply algorithms.
The left-to-right (MSB-to-LSB) binary algorithm as shown in Fig. 1 is espe-

cially preferable to implementations in smart cards because this algorithm needs
only one temporary memory S[0] if the input data M is stored inside the smart
cards. Contrary to the left-to-right binary algorithm, the right-to-left binary al-
gorithm starts the computation from the least significant bit of the exponent as
shown in Fig. 2. Furthermore it requires two temporary memories S[0] and S[1].

INPUT: M �= 0, d = (dn−1, ..., d0)2, N

OUTPUT: Md mod N

1. S[0]← 1
2. for i from n− 1 to 0 do
3. S[0]← S[0]2 mod N
4. if di = 1 then
5. S[0]← S[0] ·M mod N
6. return S[0]

Fig. 1. Left-to-right binary algorithm

INPUT: M �= 0, d = (dn−1, ..., d0)2, N

OUTPUT: Md mod N

1. S[0]← 1, S[1]←M
3. for i from 0 to n− 1 do
4. if di = 1 then
6. S[0]← S[0] · S[1] mod N
7. S[1]← S[1]2 mod N
8. return S[0]

Fig. 2. Right-to-left binary algorithm

Simple power analysis (SPA) exploits distinct patterns from a single power
trace [12]. The basic left-to-right binary algorithm of Fig. 1 and right-to-left
binary algorithm of Fig. 2 are vulnerable to SPA. Because depending on the
value of a bit di, a multiplication operation is performed. Therefore the attacker
can easily compute the value of the secret key with the observation of one power
consumption profile. By balancing the operations regardless of the value of the
secret bit di you can prevent SPA. A simple example to prevent SPA is shown
in Fig. 3.

2.2 Doubling Attack

Fouque and Valette presented a new kind of power analysis attack, so called
doubling attack, on the “left-to-right” exponentiation [6]. By querying two chosen
messages, the attacker can recover all the secret data. The idea of the attack is
based on the fact that, even if an adversary is not able to tell which computation
is done by the card, he can at least detect when the card does twice the same
operation. More precisely, if the card computes A2 and B2, the attacker is not
able to guess the value of A nor B but he is able to check if A = B.

Let us consider the left-to-right algorithm described in Fig. 3. Let us denote
the partial sums S[0]k(M) as the intermediate value stored in S[0] after k + 1
iterations when the input is M . Then we have
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INPUT: M �= 0, d = (dn−1, ..., d0)2, N

OUTPUT: Md mod N

1. S[0]← 1
2. for i from n− 1 to 0 do
3. S[0]← S[0]2 mod N

4. S[di]← S[di] ·M mod N
5. return S[0]

Fig. 3. Left-to-right square-and-multiply
always algorithm

INPUT: M �= 0, d = (dn−1, ..., d0)2, N

OUTPUT: Md mod N

1. S[0]← 1, S[1]←M
2. for i from n− 1 to 0 do

3. S[di]← S[di] · S[di] mod N
4. S[di]← S[di]

2 mod N
5. return S[0]

Fig. 4. Montgomery ladder algorithm

S[0]k(M) = (M)
Pk

i=0 dn−1−i2
k−i

= (M2)
Pk−1

i=0 dn−1−i2
k−1−i

· (M)dn−1−k

= S[0]k−1(M2) · (M)dn−1−k .

The intermediate result with M at step k will be equal to the intermediate result
with M2 at step k− 1 if and only if dn−1−k is null. We just need to compare the
doubling computation at step k + 1 for M and at step k for M2 to recover the
bit dn−1−k. If both computations are identical, dn−1−k is equal to 0 otherwise
dn−1−k is equal to 1. Therefore, with only two requests to the card, it is possible
to recover all the bits of the secret exponent.

Let us consider an example. Let d = 78 = 1001110(2) and focus on the dou-
bling operations of Fig. 3. As shown in Table 1, when di = 0 the doubling
operation for M2 at step i and that for M at step i + 1 are the same.

The doubling attack enables recovering the secret key decryption of RSA [14],
the key decryption of ElGamal [5], or the secret key of the Diffie-Hellman authen-
tication system. It only focuses on the decryption cases. Since the randomized
padding avoiding chosen ciphertext attacks, such as OAEP [1,2], is checked after
the running of the decryption process. Therefore the attacker can still collect
the necessary power traces.

2.3 Relative Doubling Attack

In 2002, Joye and Yen published a safe error and SPA resistant exponentiation
algorithm [10]. As shown in Fig. 4, it does not have any redundant operations.
If a fault is induced at any moment of the exponentiation then the result will
always be corrupted. Thus, it is impossible to obtain a safe error. Furthermore
it performs a multiplication and a squaring regardless of the value of the secret
bit, which prevents SPA.

In 2005, Yen et al. showed that the Montgomery ladder algorithm was vul-
nerable to a variant of the doubling attack, so called the relative doubling at-
tack [15]. The assumption is basically the same as what is considered in the
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Table 1. Example of doubling attack

i di Md (M2)d

6 1 S[0]← (1)2 S[0]← (1)2

S[0]← 1×M S[0]← 1×M2

5 0 S[0]← (M)2 S[0]← (M2)2

S[1]←M2 ×M S[1]←M4 ×M2

4 0 S[0]← (M2)2 S[0]← (M4)2

S[1]←M4 ×M S[1]←M8 ×M2

3 1 S[0]← (M4)2 S[0]← (M8)2

S[0]←M8 ×M S[0]←M16 ×M2

2 1 S[0]← (M9)2 S[0]← (M18)2

S[0]←M18 ×M S[0]←M36 ×M2

1 1 S[0]← (M19)2 S[0]← (M38)2

S[0]←M38 ×M S[0]←M76 ×M2

0 0 S[0]← (M39)2 S[0]← (M78)2

S[1]←M78 ×M S[1]←M156 ×M2

Return M78 M156

doubling attack [6]; an adversary can distinguish collision of power trace seg-
ments (within a single or more power traces) when the smart card performs twice
the same computation even if the adversary is not able to tell exactly which com-
putation is done. An adversary is assumed to be able to detect the collision of
A2 mod N and B2 mod N if A = B even though A and B are unknown.

The relative doubling attack uses an approach to derive the private key in
which the relationship between two adjacent private key bits can be obtained
as either di = di−1 or di �= di−1. An example of assuming the private exponent
d to be 75 = (1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1)2 and two related input data to be M and M2

respectively, is shown in Table 2. The computational process of raising Md and
(M2)d reveals the fact that given d0 = 1 and the observation of collision of the
iteration d0 of Md and iteration d1 of (M2)d will lead to the result of d1 =
d0 = 1.

The original doubling attack (against the square-and-multiply always algo-
rithm) focuses on deriving the private key bit di by checking whether di = 0. So,
the original doubling attack tries to obtain the knowledge of absolute value of
each di. On the contrary, the relative doubling attack (against the Montgomery
ladder algorithm) focuses on deriving the knowledge of whether di = di−1 (rela-
tionship between every two adjacent key bits), but not the knowledge of either
di or di−1 directly.
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Table 2. Example of relative doubling attack

i di Md (M2)d

6 1 S[0]← 1×M S[0]← 1×M2

S[1]← (M)2 S[1]← (M2)2

5 0 S[1]←M2 ×M S[1]←M4 ×M2

S[0]← (M)2 S[0]← (M2)2

4 0 S[1]←M3 ×M2 S[1]←M6 ×M4

S[0]← (M2)2 S[0]← (M4)2

3 1 S[0]←M4 ×M5 S[0]←M8 ×M10

S[1]← (M5)2 S[1]← (M10)2

2 0 S[1]←M10 ×M9 S[1]←M20 ×M18

S[0]← (M9)2 S[0]← (M18)2

1 1 S[0]←M18 ×M19 S[0]←M36 ×M38

S[1]← (M19)2 S[1]← (M38)2

0 1 S[0]←M37 ×M38 S[0]←M74 ×M76

S[1]← (M38)2 S[1]← (M76)2

Return M75 M150

3 Fundamentals of Doubling Attack

Although the doubling attack and the relative doubling attack succeeded in
breaking two exponentiation algorithms, there is no fundamental principle or
detail analysis of the doubling attacks until now. Even the creators of the dou-
bling attack, Fouque and Valette, did not tell anything about the fundamentals
of doubling attack. Therefore some people just assume that downward algo-
rithms may be vulnerable to doubling attacks without certainty. Others assert
that their downward scheme is secure against doubling attacks without a proof
[15].

In this section, we analyze the fundamentals of the doubling attack and show
how we can easily test a given algorithm’s security against the doubling attacks.

3.1 Characteristics of Doubling Attack

Doubling attacks require two requirements. Their fundamental principle relies on
the consecutive squaring (doubling in a point scalar multiplication) operations.
If there are two consecutive squaring operations related to the value of the secret
key (an upward algorithm is secure against doubling attacks because a squaring
operation is done regardless of the value of the secret key, we will discuss it later),
we can apply doubling attacks. In addition, the intermediate value of computing
(M2)d should be the exactly square of (double in a point scalar multiplication)
that of computing (M)d after each iteration.
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Let us denote Sk(M) and Sk(M2) as the kth intermediate values of computing
(M)d mod N and (M2)d mod N respectively. And we suppose that Sk(M2) =
(Sk(M))2. Then if there are two consecutive squaring operations, we have:

Sk+1(M) = (Sk(M))2 mod N, (1)
Sk+2(M) = (Sk+1(M))2 mod N, (2)

and

Sk+1(M2) = (Sk(M2))2 mod N, (3)
Sk+2(M2) = (Sk+1(M2))2 mod N. (4)

Since Sk+1(M) = (Sk(M))2 = Sk(M2), equation (2) and equation (3) are the
same. Therefore, we can find the moment when equation (2) and equation (3)
are performed in a device by comparing two power consumption profiles. If the
occurrence of these two consecutive squaring operations depends on the value of
the secret key, we can get information on the secret key through the doubling
attacks.

Consequently, we can summarize the conditions for the success of the doubling
attacks as follows:

1. two consecutive squaring operations (doubling in a point scalar multiplica-
tion) related to secret key bits should exist,

2. the intermediate value of computing (M2)d should be exactly the square of
(double in a point scalar multiplication) that of computing (M)d after each
iteration.

For example, let us consider the left-to-right square-and-multiply always algo-
rithm as shown in Fig. 3. According to the value of the bit di, the operations of
each iteration are different. We can make the characteristic table of it as shown
in Table 3, where S stands for “squaring” and M stands for “multiplication.”

Table 3. Characteristic table of square-and-multiply always algorithm

S[0]

di di−1 Operation at di Operation at di−1

0 0 S S

0 1 S S, M

1 0 S, M S

1 1 S, M S, M

Although two variables S[0] and S[1] are used, only S[0] satisfy the second
condition; intermediate value of computing (M2)d mod N is the square of that
of computing (M)d mod N at each iteration. To prove this, let us denote the
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partial sums S[0]k(M) as the intermediate value stored in S[0] after k iterations
when the input is M . Then we have

S[0]k(M) = (M)
Pk

i=0 dn−1−i2
k−i

.

Similarly, we have partial sums S[0]k(M2) as the intermediate value stored in
S[0] after k iterations when the input is (M2) as follows;

S[0]k(M2) = (M2)
Pk

i=0 dn−1−i2
k−i

= ((M)
Pk

i=0 dn−1−i2
k−i

)2

= (S[0]k(M))2.

Therefore we can say that the left-to-right square-and-multiply always algorithm
satisfies the condition (2). Next we consider the condition (1). We can find two
cases, (di, di−1) = (0, 0) and (di, di−1) = (0, 1), of the two consecutive squaring
operations in Table 3. More simply, we can say that whenever di equals 0 we
have two consecutive squaring operations. Therefore we can conclude that the
left-to-right square-and-multiply always algorithm is vulnerable to the doubling
attack.

For the second example, we make the characteristic table of the Montgomery
ladder as shown in Table 4. Both intermediate values S[0] and S[1] satisfy the
condition (2): intermediate value of computing (M2)d mod N is the square of
that of computing (M)d mod N at each iteration. The two consecutive squaring
operations are shown in S[0] when di = di−1 = 0 and in S[1] when di = di−1 = 1.
Therefore the Montgomery ladder is vulnerable to the doubling attack.

Table 4. Characteristic table of Montgomery ladder

S[0] S[1]

di di−1 Operation at di Operation at di−1 Operation at di Operation at di−1

0 0 S S M M

0 1 S M M S

1 0 M S S M

1 1 M M S S

3.2 Upward vs. Downward Algorithm

We compare upward and downward exponentiation algorithms with respect to
the requirements of the doubling attacks we proposed in the previous section.

The downward computation of Md is based on the following structure:

Md = ((((Mdn−1)2) ·Mdn−2)2 · · ·Md1)2 ·Md0 . (5)

From dn−1 to d0, it multiplies the intermediate value by Mdi and then squares
the intermediate value. Therefore only if di equals 0, then two consecutive squar-
ing operations occur. Furthermore the intermediate value of computing (M2)d
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is the square of the intermediate value of computing Md. Therefore a downward
computation is vulnerable to the doubling attacks.

Montgomery ladder is also based on the equation (5). It computes both a
squaring and a multiplication at each iteration. The allocation of each result is
decided by the current bit of the secret key. Therefore two consecutive squaring
operations happen whenever two consecutive bits of the secret key are the same,
which makes in turn Montgomery ladder vulnerable to the doubling attacks.

The upward exponentiation is based on the following structure:

Md = (M)d0 · (M2)d1 · (M22
)d2 · · · (M2n−1

)dn−1 . (6)

There are two variables. One variable, S[0], stores the intermediate result and
the other variable, S[1], stores M2i

. From d0 to dn−1, S[1] computes M2i

and
S[0] is multiplied by S[1] depending on the value of di. We can easily see that two
consecutive squaring operations occur at each time in S[1] as shown in Fig. 2.
However this does not depend on the secret key bits. The consecutive two squar-
ing operations are performed at each iteration regardless of the secret key. There-
fore it does not give any information on the secret key.

3.3 Remarks on Possible Countermeasures

The doubling attack requires at least two queries with known messages to the
device. Therefore the best way to avoid it is to remove the relation between
known messages and power consumption profiles by the randomization tech-
niques. One randomization technique is to blind the secret exponent, for example,
like d′ = d+ r ·φ(N) in RSA exponentiation. Similarly Coron’s countermeasure,
d′ = d + r · E, uses a 20-bit random value r in a scalar multiplication [4]. How-
ever it is clearly pointed out in [6] that although Coron’s countermeasure was
sufficient to resist against usual DPA attacks, it was possible to identify right
pairs with 220 requests with the doubling attack. Therefore the security against
doubling attacks relies on the size of a random number used to blind the secret
key.

The second countermeasure is to blind the base, i.e., blinding of the point
(the computation of d(P + R) followed by a subtraction of dR, where R is a
random point) in a scalar multiplication and blinding of the message (the com-
putation (Mre)d followed by a multiplication of r−1, where r is a random integer)
in an exponentiation. Applying this method in a scalar multiplication requires
twice the time needed for a single scalar multiplication. In an exponentiation,
it requires an expensive inverse operation. Therefore to be more efficient, stor-
ing and updating random data are often used. For example, it is proposed to
store a random point R and the associated value S′ = dR and update them as
R ← (−1)b.2.R and S′ ← (−1)b.2.S′, where b ∈ {0, 1}, each time when they
are used [4]. However it was shown to be vulnerable to the doubling attack in
[6]. Therefore, to resist the doubling attacks a random update should be used as
R ← (−1)b.a.R and S′ ← (−1)b.a.S′, where a is a random integer. Again, the
security relies on the size of a.
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The third countermeasure is to blind the modulus in an exponentiation. Gi-
raud presented the use of Md mod k ·N , where k is a 32-bit random number [8].
All modular multiplications are done with k ·N except the final one that is done
with N .

Consequently we know that the randomization techniques require a sufficient
size of random data to resist the doubling attacks. However this degrades the
efficiency of a device. If we use an exponent blinding, an extra computation
time is required. The message blinding needs an extra computation and storage.
The modulus blinding requires bigger operands as well as an extra computation
time. The use of bigger operands may be a problem when a hardware multi-
plier is implemented. That is, we have to construct a hardware multiplier of
bigger operands such as a 1056 bit or higher precision multiplier for a 1024 bit
multiplication.

4 Doubling Attack on Yen et al.’s Algorithm

Yen et al. said in [15] that upward exponentiation was not a necessary require-
ment meant to be immune from the doubling attacks and showed a new down-
ward SPA-protected and safe-error-protected exponentiation algorithm. They
also asserted that it was secure against doubling and the relative doubling at-
tacks. Unfortunately, there was no detailed proof of security against doubling
attacks. In this section, we show that their algorithm is vulnerable to the dou-
bling attack. We used the method we developed in the previous section to analyze
its security.

4.1 Yen et al.’s Algorithm

Yen et al.’s algorithm [13,15,16] is a balanced downward“left-to-right” exponentia-
tion algorithm. Since its structure of operations as shown in Fig. 5 is well balanced,
it is immune to SPA. Furthermore it does not have any redundant operations that
cause the safe-error-attack. One outstanding feature of Yen et al.’s algorithm is
that the current operations of ith iteration depend on the current bit di and
the next bit di−1. There are two operations per iteration and the first operation
relies on the value of di and the second operation relies on that of di−1.

INPUT: M �= 0, d = (dn−1, ..., d0)2, dn−1 = 1, N

OUTPUT: Md mod N

1. S[0]← 1, S[1]←M , d−1 ← 1
2. for i from n− 1 to 0 do

3. S[0]← S[0] · S[di] mod N
4. S[0]← S[0] · S[di−1] mod N
5. return S[0]

Fig. 5. Yen et al.’s algorithm
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4.2 Proposed Attack

To check the security against doubling attacks, we first check the condition (2).
We can easily see that after each iteration, the value stored in S[0] of computing
(M2)d is the square of that of computing (M)d. Therefore we can construct
the characteristic table of Yen et al.’s algorithm as shown in Table 5. Three
consecutive bits di, di−1, and di−2 are used to construct the characteristic table
since the operations at ith iteration depend on (di, di−1) and the operations at
(i + 1)th iteration depend on (di−1, di−2). From the characteristic table we can
see that there are two consecutive squaring operations when two consecutive bits
are (1, 0). Therefore we can find two bits (1, 0) by comparing two power profiles
of computing Md and (M2)d.

Table 5. Characteristic table of Yen et al.’s algorithm

S[0]

di di−1 di−2 Operation at di Operation at di−1

0 0 0 M, S M, S

0 0 1 M, S M, M

0 1 0 M, M S, S

0 1 1 M, M S, M

1 0 0 S, S M, S

1 0 1 S, S M, M

1 1 0 S, M S, S

1 1 1 S, M S, M

An example of an attack assuming the private exponent d to be 107 =
(1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1)2 and two related input data to be M and M2 respectively, is
shown in Table 6. At i = 5, we can find the same squaring operation of (M2)2 in
both computing Md and (M2)d. Therefore we can conclude d5 = 1 and d4 = 0.
Similarly we can find d3 and d2. By assuming the most significant bit and the
least significant equal 1, we remain d1 unknown which can be recovered by an
exhaustive search.

We can improve further than an exhaustive search to find the remaining bits.
We know one case when two consecutive bits is (1,0), which is out of four cases,
(0,0), (0,1), (1,0), and (1,1). Therefore, if the number of secret bits is n, then we
know n/4 bits in average. Furthermore we can reduce the number of unknown
bits. Since we can find two consecutive bits of (1,0), we can reduce the candidates
for the bits between two (1,0)’s. For example, we suppose that we have found
(1, 0, X, X, X, 1, 0, X, X, 1, 0, X, X, X, X, 1, 0, 1)2 by doubling attack. Where, X
means an unknown key bit, i.e., X ∈ {0, 1}. Since we can find all the (1,0)’s,
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the stream (X, ..., X) does not contain any (1,0). The candidates for the stream
(X, ..., X) are as follows:

(X, X) = (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1)
(X, X, X) = (0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1)

(X, X, X, X) = (0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0, 1), (0, 0, 1, 1), (0, 1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1, 1)

Therefore we have k + 1 candidates for each unknown consecutive k bits. Al-
though the number of unknown key bits is 10 in this example, we need to try
(3 · 4 · 5) candidates instead of 210.

Consequently, if (1,0) is uniformly distributed among n bits, then the number
of bits between two (1,0)’s is 6. And there are n/8 sequences of 6 unknown
consecutive bits in average. Therefore (6 + 1)n/8 candidates remain in average,
which equals 20.35n operations. Therefore, we know n/4 bits and require 20.35n

operations to find the remaining bits in average. This partial key information
can be used to find the whole key such as the attack of RSA with a partial key
as shown in [3].

Table 6. Example of proposed attack on Yen et al.’s algorithm

i di Md (M2)d

6 1 S[0]← (1)2 S[0]← (1)2

S[0]← 1×M S[0]← 1× (M2)

5 1 S[0]← (M)2 S[0]← (M2)2

S[0]← (M2)2 S[0]← (M4)2

4 0 S[0]←M4 ×M S[0]←M8 ×M2

S[0]←M5 ×M S[0]←M10 ×M2

3 1 S[0]← (M6)2 S[0]← (M12)2

S[0]← (M12)2 S[0]← (M24)2

2 0 S[0]←M24 ×M S[0]←M48 ×M2

S[0]←M25 ×M S[0]←M50 ×M2

1 1 S[0]← (M26)2 S[0]← (M52)2

S[0]←M52 ×M S[0]←M104 ×M2

0 1 S[0]← (M53)2 S[0]← (M106)2

S[0]←M106 ×M S[0]←M214 ×M2

Return M107 M214

5 Conclusions

The doubling attack is a very powerful attack since it requires just two power
consumption profiles with chosen messages. They can even avoid a randomized
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padding scheme such as OAEP [1,2]. Nonetheless there was no fundamental re-
search on its principle. It has just been assumed that it works only on downward
algorithms [6]. However Yen et al. brought forward a counterargument and pro-
posed a new downward algorithm asserted to be secure against the doubling
attacks [15].

In this paper, we analyzed the characteristic of the doubling attack and showed
the fundamental principle of it, which brought a method to check a given algo-
rithm’s security against the doubling attacks. This method is very simple and
easy to use. Therefore it can be a good measure to check the security against
doubling attacks when someone devises a new algorithm. Finally we have shown
with our method that Yen et al.’s algorithm was vulnerable to the doubling
attack.
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